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 :Through the various stages of human evolution and its need to commemorate His 
daily and military events, and when he became more related to his religious the 
Ancient Egyptian human needs to engrave and record all his daily events and 
works which he used to do daily in belief from him that it will be the guide to him 
in next life after death. More than five thousand years ago, the results of long 
experiences of the first human attempts to write in the Middle East crystallized. 
Through that and in recognition of the great importance of this invention the 
researchers have distinguished between two periods of human history. The first 
one is pre writing stage which called The stage of oral civilization also called the 
prehistoric period. the second period is writing stage which called the stage of 
history . The ancient Egyptian thought that they learn writing from God “Thoat” 
the  lord of science , and there is many evidence which prove that the first 
innovation for writing was appear first  at the Delta before Upper Egypt  .  We 
don’t know exactly when the ancient Egyptian innovate the writing but we know 
that the first family began around 31 st century BC and this family considered the 
first step in building the ancient Egyptian civilization and the hieroglyphic 
writings appeared in that period, but we think that the trying of ancient Egyptians 
to write has appeared before first family about two centuries ago. The Research 
Problem: How to take advantage of ancient Egyptian writings due to the aesthetic 
and artistic value to enrich the design field specially design of one piece printing 
for ladies fabric also knowing the difference between the various types of writings 
and introduce the new aesthetic values in ancient Egyptian civilization to the 
world . Research Aims:  Introducing the uses of ancient Egyptian writings and 
the methods which used in writing, Make focus on Hieratic, Coptic and Demotic 
writings and showing their uses., Inspiring designs from ancient Egyptian writing 
to design one piece printing for ladies fabric. 
Research Results: The difference between ancient Egyptian writings of various 
kinds (Hieroglyphic, Hieratic, Demotic, Coptic and Discover the aesthetics of the 
four Egyptian Writings and the uses of each line in addition to creating designs of 
one-piece of printing for ladies fabrics which inspired by ancient Egyptian 
writings. 
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